Appendix D

Public Areas That Need Attention

3. Can you provide specific examples of places that need more attention?

- Unnecessary widening of roads
- Queensferry has heavy speeding; need speed bumps or some form of patrolling; would give speeding in Cary a rating of 1 due to patrolling
- Medians are hard to see when they are in the middle of double way turns; need reflectors to make them visible
- Roads have a lot of bad potholes
- North Dixon Park needs fixing up; need picnic areas; roadsides have a lot of trash and needs to be cleaned up
- Median and roadsides need to be graveled rather than having ditches
- Park fountains are not running; dirty bathrooms and overgrown shrubs
- Need more trashcans on greenways
- All the greenways should be paved not graveled
- Harrison and Maynard could be kept cleaner
- 40 – the entrance to 55; there is so much trash and litter
- So much trash along the road
- Very hard to navigate due to the medians
- Landscaping has declined; trash everywhere
- Median and roadsides are very trashy
- The streets are messy with leaves in them; roadsides are overgrown and trash in the ditches
- Roadsides are really bad due to construction
- The park trashcans are always overflowing